High level features for detecting source code plagiarism across programming languages
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe the participation of the Language and Reasoning group from UAM-C in the context of the Cross Language SOurce COde re-use competition (CL-SOCO 2015). We proposed a representation of source code pairs by using five high level features; namely: i) lexical feature, ii) stylistic feature, iii) comments feature, iv) programmer’s text feature, and v) structure feature. We combine these different representations in three ways, each of which was a run submission for the CL-SOCO competition. Obtained results indicate that proposed representations provide some information that allows to detect particular cases of source code re-use.

CCS Concepts
• Information systems → Content analysis and feature selection; Near-duplicate and plagiarism detection; • Applied computing → Document analysis;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Source code re-use identification has been an interesting topic in two fronts: in the software industry and in the academia. On one hand, software companies are very interested on protect their own software developments; thus, they invest lots of effort and money in trying to do so. On the other hand, the academia, mainly on computing related areas, worries that their students do not plagiarize source code neither from other students nor from the forums on the Internet [5].

The competition of Source Code Re-Use emerge in this context, when in 2014 [8] they invited to the scientific community to a shared task in order to evaluate systems that identify re-use source code cases in a monolingual scenario. Later, in this year 2015, the task considers a cross-language scenario, that is, when a programmer tries to re-use source code from one language, say Java, to another, say C.

In this paper, we present our methodology to solve the problem of finding source code re-use cases across Java and C programming languages. Consequently, we use a set of five high level features within a classification problem, namely: lexical, stylistic, comments, programmer’s text, and structural features.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, in Section 2 we describe the research work more closely related to our proposed methodology. In Section 3, we briefly describe the shared task. Then, in Section 4, we describe the computation of each of our five proposed features. Our Section 5 presents the experiment evaluation carried out on the training set. Section 6 shows the details of submitted runs, and finally in Section 7, we present our conclusions and some future perspectives.

2. RELATED WORK
There are several approaches and tools for finding plagiarism in source code [10]. Some of the most representatives’ approaches are those that try to find syntactic similarities through the codes, in the same source language. Some of those are based on searching similar n-grams or small character sequences (strings) between two source codes. Some examples are: the proposed by Flores et al. [7] and, the proposed by Wettel et al. [15] respectively. Likewise, other approaches have tried to detect lexical similarities. For example the proposed approaches by Krinke et al. [12] or Chae et al. [4] that look for graph dependencies (of how methods are called) inside the abstract syntax tree.

Focusing beyond watching a certain characteristic, the approach proposed by Ramirez et al. [13] evaluates a set of three different types of features in order to determine the similarity between code sources. The features are: 1) lexical (character n-grams), 2) structural (function names and parameter names and types), and 3) stylistic (the number of lines of code, the number of white spaces, the number of
tabulations, the number of empty lines, the number of defined functions, average word length, the number of upper case letters, the number of lower case letters, the number of under scores, vocabulary size, and the lexical richness). This combination has shown important aspects, with acceptable results, for determining plagiarism between pairs of Java source codes.

On the other hand, some researchers have focused on trying to identify similarities or code clones in software written in different languages. Basically, their methods use an intermediate language to change the codes into it, but at the end, they search for similarities in the same language. An example of such methods is the proposal of Al-Omari et al. [1] in which clones of software, specified in different languages belonging to .NET framework, can be recognized. In this proposal the software is analyzed when it is transformed into the Common Intermediate Language, which is the result of compiling source code in .NET, to finally look for similarities.

Another example of the use of an intermediate language is the work of Brixel et al. [3]. They focus on identifying language-independent code clones, for doing that they pre-processed the source codes, to take them to an intermediate language, and then they use an alignment method based on the parallel principle at local resolution (character level) to compute similarities between documents.

There are other proposals that do not take the source code as main point, instead they focus on the source code file content. That is the case of the approach proposed by Vidyha et al. [14] where two types of metrics are calculated. The first kind of metrics work at method level: Number of lines of code, arguments, function calls, local variables, conditional statements, looping statements, return statements, assignment statements. The second type of metrics work at file level: Number of lines of code, variables declared, methods defined, function calls, and sequences of function calls. The author compare two documents by differences in each of the metrics described before; then, they detect a case of clone using a manual threshold of the average of the differences in the metrics computed.

As can be observed, some of the methods described before are expensive to apply in large collections (for instance those based on compute the syntax tree), others depend on translators for each programming language to being used, and others need a manually thresholds to identify re-use (plagiarized) source code pairs. Contrary to these previous methods, we proposed to use five high level features that are both, easy to compute and considered more than one type of aspect in the source code files.

4. PROPOSED HIGH LEVEL FEATURES

In this section we describe our proposed representation for source code documents as a set of five high level features, in order to identify source code re-use. To compute each of these features, we represent a document in five different ways. Particularly, for the lexical, comments and programmer’s text features, we represent each document as a set of characters n-grams; for the stylistic feature, we use eleven attributes; and for the structural feature we use another ten attributes.

The idea behind these set of high level features is to capture aspect of source code that are inherent to the programmer more than a particular programming language. Thus, the stylistic feature capture information about the writing style of the programmer; the comments’ feature attends for only the information in natural language that the programmer uses to explain the code; programmer’s text feature takes into account the strings that the program produces, that is, text that, again, little has to do with the programming language per se. Additionally, the lexical and structural features take advantage of the fact that both language at hand (that is, Java and C) share, at some extent, some syntax. Next, we describe each of the five high level proposed features.

**Lexical feature.** The idea behind this representation is to find a global similarity along the entire document using the representation proposed by Flores [6]. We compute this feature in the same way as is described in [13]. That is, we use a bag of character trigrams where all the white spaces and line-breaks are deleted and the letters are changed into lowercase. Additionally, as we know the language of each source code file a priori, we eliminate the reserved words within the document. Consequently, given two source code documents $D_1$ and $D_2$ each one is represented as a vector according to the vector space model [2], where the dimension of these vector is given by the vocabulary of character trigrams in both documents. Finally, the lexical feature is compute as the cosine similarity of these two vectors (see Equation 1).

$$\text{sim}(D_1, D_2) = \frac{\overrightarrow{D_1} \cdot \overrightarrow{D_2}}{\|\overrightarrow{D_1}\| \|\overrightarrow{D_2}\|}$$ (1)

**Stylistic feature.** As in [13] we took into account a set of eleven stylistic characteristics of the programmer code written style. The characteristics are: the number of lines of code, the number of white spaces, the number of tabulations, the number of empty lines, the number of defined functions, average word length, the number of upper case letters, the number of lower case letters, the number of under scores, vocabulary size, and the lexical richness (i.e., the total number of tokens over the vocabulary size). To determine the stylistic feature we use a vector representation for all these attributes and we applied the cosine similarity (Equation 1) between the two vectors.

**Comments feature.** As we mentioned before, we think that the explanations and details of the procedures that are given in the form of comments have particularities that are inherent to the programmer; thus, these texts allow to capture information that while re-using the code source can be left unmodified. Accordingly, we use everything between blocks /*...*/ and everything after // as comments.

First we concatenated all the text written as comments in
the source code document, then we compute the character trigrams. The next procedure was similar to the described previously for the lexical feature; that is, to determine the comments feature we use a vector representation and applied the cosine similarity as in Equation 1.

**Programmer’s text feature.** To compute this feature we considered all the text that were passed as function’s arguments (in `print` sentences, for instance), or string that are assign to some variable (e.g. `x="Hello World!"`). All these texts were concatenated together as we did with the previous features. Finally we use the same vector representation using character trigrams; then, by computing the cosine similarity, as in Equation 1, we determine the programmer’s text feature for two given source code documents.

**Structural feature.** For this feature we took into account ten attributes to represent a source code document. These attributes are: the number of relational operations, number of arithmetic operations, number of assignment statements, number of function calls, number of looping statements, number of write access, number of comments, number of functions or procedures defined, number of control flow statements, and number of return statements. These ten attributes form a vector for each document; then, the similarity of two given documents is computed by the cosine similarity given by the Equation 1.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The evaluation was performed with the training set provided in the shared task (see Section 3). We carried out a series of experiments using single features in order to find the amount of relevant information given by each one of our used high level features.

![Figure 1: Results of classification when using the lexical feature only with manually set thresholds.](image1)

![Figure 2: Results of identification of source code re-use when using the stylistic feature only with manually set thresholds.](image2)

![Figure 3: Results of identification of source code re-use when using the comments feature only with manually set thresholds.](image3)

![Figure 4: Results of identification of source code re-use when using the programmer’s text feature only with manually set thresholds.](image4)

For each experiment we computed the similarities values of each source code file given in the training set. Then, we measured the performance of each proposed representation by means of establishing a manual threshold for considering when two codes are plagiarized (re-used). That threshold was set from 10 to 90 percent of similarity in increments of 10%. For each threshold we evaluated the Precision, Recall and F-measure\(^1\).

The results of our evaluation are given in Figures 1 to 5. From these results we can observe that there are three

\(^1\)We compute the F-measure as describe in the evaluation script provided by CL-SOCO 2015 at http://users.dsic.upv.es/grupos/nle/clsoco/
features, lexical, comments and programmer’s text features that perform very well in Precision; this means that by using all the written text in natural language allows to find almost every pair that has been re-use from each other. However, with two features, namely: stylistic and structural, we obtained very good Recall. Consequently, we hypothesize that by using the five high level features as a representation of each pair of code, we may have a compromise of Precision and Recall, hence, a better global performance.

It is worth to mention that we did not consider the entire training set (599 pairs). The reason to do this is that we realized that some pairs labeled as re-use cases were very different (i.e., they solved complete different problems). In order to eliminate noise to our classification models, we computed the similarity (lexical similarity) among the 599 pairs; then, we computed the average ($\bar{x}$) and standard deviation ($\sigma$) of those similarity values and we removed all pairs with similarity values below a standard deviation. This way we only conserved pairs with similarity value grater than ($\bar{x} - \sigma$), that give us a total of 477 pairs.

6. SUBMITTED RUNS

We submitted three runs for the posed task based on our proposed representation. For our first two submissions (run 1 and run 2) we tackled the problems as a binary classification problem, where the classes were re-use and not re-use. We trained our model using a Random Forest algorithm with default parameters in the Weka [11] platform.

1. Monolingual model (Run 1). As our five proposed features focus on aspect that little has to do with a specific programming language, we trained a model using source code re-use pairs for C language only; this set was the same provided by SOCO 2014 [8]. This training set contains 79 source code files with 26 pairs of re-use source codes. Once the model was trained we classified the test data (from CL-SOCO 2015) and the results are shown in Table 1.

2. Cross-language model (Run 2). Here we decided to train our model with the training set of cross language examples (the subset of 477 pairs), then we classified the test data and results of this evaluation is shown in the third row in Table 1.

3. Lexical feature only (run 3). For this third run, we compute the lexical similarity of every single pair in the test set. As we see in the training set (Figure 1) we used a threshold of similarity of 30%. The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Results of our submitted runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monolingual model (run 1)</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0.772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-language model (run 2)</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical feature only (run 3)</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.655</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1 we can see that our best model is the monolingual one. This result validates, to some extent, that re-use cases can be identified by aspects that has to do more with the text in natural language than information of particular programming language.

To get a better idea of the performance in this task, in Table 2 we show our best system (run 1) against the average performance results of all participant systems and the second best system. It is worth to mention that our system has the best performance out of a total of 12 systems.

Table 2: Comparison among all participants systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our Run 1</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0.772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second best</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.603</td>
<td>0.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average all systems</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.706</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows that our monolingual model globally outperforms the others systems, that is, among all the actual re-use pairs we effectively identify most of them, however we are only 98.8% sure that they are in fact re-use cases.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described the experiments performed by the Language and Reasoning group from UAM-C in the context of the CL-SOCO 2015 evaluation exercise. Our proposed system was designed for addressing the problem of cross-language source code re-use detection by means of employing five high level features within a classification problem.

Particularly, we proposed the following features: i) lexical feature, ii) stylistic feature, iii) comments feature, iv) programmer’s text feature, and v) structure feature. These features are more oriented to detect aspects that the programmers leave in natural language more than in a particular programming language.

Obtained results indicate that our proposed features can, to some extent, identify cases of source code re-use across Java and C programming language. A deeper analysis need to be perform in order to determine which feature are the most useful in this task and if they are o not correlated.
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